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for your support of the GCHBA in the past, and
ask for your vote.
Tom Martin

PAT DAVIS

TOM MARTIN
Reorganization Meeting
March 15th 2014
Open Enrollment for Membership
and GCHBA Board Positions
Enclosed:
• Candidate Statements
• Official Ballot
• Membership Payment Form
The mission of the Grand Canyon Hikers & Backpackers
Association is to promote, encourage and advocate the
interests of the hiking and backpacking community in
the regions of Grand Canyon.
The GCHBA is a non-profit 501c3 organization.

With only about 20 miles left to complete my
through hike in the Grandest of Canyons, the
Canyon has helped me to understand that if we
are going to preserve such places for future
generations, “We the People…” must advocate
for their continued protection. Since assisting in
the formation of the Grand Canyon Hikers and
Backpackers Association (GCHBA) in April of
2000, it has been a true honor to work with all
the other board members of the GCHBA. There
is clearly much to be done, from continuing the
service projects to holding another Hikers and
Backers Symposium, to reviewing the soon to
be released Backcountry Management Plan
Environmental Impact Statement. I thank you

Howdy ,
My name is Patricia (Pat) Davis. I live in Wills
Point, Tx and am a great lover of our beloved
Grand Canyon. I have been a board member
since 2000 and have traveled from Texas many
times to be at the board meetings in person.
When I could not be there in person I was there
via phone conference. I have been active as
membership recruitment. I have also been very
active with our service projects for the past
decade. The Grand Canyon is my passion and
must be protected. The hiking and backpacking
public must have a central voice and that is
what the Grand Canyon Hikers Backpackers
Association does.
As for me I am a 60 year old mother of three
adult and a Grandmother of 10, yes count them,
10 grandchildren from a blended family. My
husband and I have hiked all the rim to river
trails within Grand Canyon except one and that
is Nankoweep. When we attempted it we were
not ready to finish and we saw that. Many of

you have meet me on the trail before and after
service projects talking about the GCHBA and
showing some that you don't really need to be
really skinny to hike but have a passion and a
love for it. I have also hiked many miles in
other National Parks and wilderness areas
across the south west.
I believe that there should be a female presence
on the board. I would like to be one of those
women on the board.
Pat Davis

HANK SCHNIEDER
My name is Hank Schnieder, and I'd like to be
considered for a position on the Board of
Directors of the Grand Canyon Hikers and
Backpackers Association. I have had the
privilege of serving on the Board since the
inception of the GCHBA, and serving as the
Treasurer. Changes in my life have caused me
to move further away from the Canyon, but I
still am committed to the principles of the
GCHBA, and would like to continue serving
this community as I have in the past.
Thank you for your consideration,
Hank Schnieder

JAMES HAYFORD
My first in-person view of the Grand Canyon
was in 1971 after hitch hiking across the
country to see it. My breathless question “you
can hike into there?” was an indication that I
would be addicted to regular in-canyon visits
for the rest of life. I have over 30 hikes and 140
days in the ‘back country’ (not too bad for
deeply rooted East Coast’r).
I have been a member/contributor of the
Yahoo_Grand_Canyon_Hikers group since
1998, and was elected to the GCBHA Board
during its first year. I have been an avid
supporter of both of these groups since then.
Personal Intent:
Provide strategic plans & tactical solutions for a
highly recognizable GCHBA brand and
professional image.
Generate public and membership awareness for
the organization’s advocacy and community
service programs. Support membership drives,
NPS-citizen relationships, and develop revenue
generation tactics to finance and expand
GCHBA capabilities.
Previous Contributions:
Designed original GCHBA Logo and Official
Seal, brochures, and Service Project flag.

Create membership promotional items for
GCHBA, t-shirts, hats, buttons, bumper
stickers, and patches
Publish full-color newsletters (2001- 2003)
Designed/produced (3) Symposium promotional
programs including; title animations, product
packaging, DVD jacket covers & labels, liner
notes, and advertising media.
Create graphics and user-interface for Joomla
GCHBA Website vII
Registered & developed social media sites
(“GCHBA NPO”, Facebook and “GCHBA”
Twitter feed).
Create stationary, forms, business cards, ballots,
“Generous Donation” certificate, and other
documents as needed.
Designed & produced engraved “Gratitude
Plaque” for (2) retiring Presidents
Future Projects:
Develop membership acquisition and retention
strategies, increase social media presence.
Rebuild the GCHBA.com website with linkage
to the Social Media blogs. Include direct
contributor input of trip reports, photo albums,
and GCNP centric conversations.
Reinforce organizations’ relationship with other
Grand Canyon community groups.
I hope you'll find my contributions to be
worthwhile of your support.
/\james
a.k.a.“DeltaJames”
James Hayford

NED BRYANT
First, a little about me, I’m an engineer,
currently living in Minnesota, but I’ve been
hiking in the Grand Canyon for the last 22
years. When I first saw the park it was a case of
love at first sight, and I’ve been back there for
at least one week of hiking ever since. In that
time I’ve seen a number of changes in park
policy, how we use the park, and how
connected we are as a group. Unfortunately, not
all of the changes have been as beneficial to
hiking and backpacking as we would want.
To me the GCHBA is the ideal organization to
address these very issues, from simple things
such as a service where you can speak to
someone who has been somewhere before you,
to the volunteer projects, and including shaping
park policy, this group serves a purpose well
beyond the Yahoo Hikers Group. It offers the
opportunity for us to pull together and give back
to the park in a meaningful way. With the
inclusion of water resources, direct e-mail

contact, well organized Canyon links, and more,
it can be an ideal repository of information,
much greater than what the GCNPS currently
offers.
Our connectivity as a group will also give us a
unique strength in shaping the upcoming review
of the Backcountry Management Plan. This
revision will have a profound effect on our
relationship with the park. Such near and dear
items as trail runner access, hiking permit
equality, backcountry road maintenance and
closures, packrafting rules, Great Thumb access
negotiations with the Havasupai, etc. will all be
included in the plan. In order to be effective
we need to maintain good relations with the
GCNP & NPS so that we can be certain that our
voices are heard loud and clear. The GCHBA
will serve as a platform where we can organize
our own goals and then cooperatively work with
the park service to maintain the good
relationships necessary to be effective.
I believe we also have a duty to younger hikers
to promote safe and responsible use of the park,
and the GCHBA provides a perfect platform to
leave this incredible place even better than we
found it. We have an obligation to leave a
positive legacy for the future.
While the GCHBA has waned in the last few
years, now is the ideal time to revive this
organization and make it better than ever. I have
a strong interest in supporting the GCHBA and
working to achieve all of the goals mentioned
above. With that in mind, I would like to
volunteer as a board member so that as an
organization we can successively advocate for
hikers and backpackers in the Grand Canyon.
Ned Bryant

FRANK FEAGANS
Hello,
I would like to join the GCHBA board. Grand
Canyon is a very special place to me. I've been
blessed to spend 28 trips and over 1300 miles
below the Rim since my first backpacking trip
there in 1998. There is no more special place in
the world.
I believe the GCHBA can play a vital role in
keeping GCNP special for current and future
generations. I aspire to be part of that noble
effort.
After 20 years living in Chicago, I accepted a
job with the University of Arizona in Tucson in
Dec 2011. This has afforded me much easier
access to the Canyon itself, and makes it much
easier to participate in person in various
GCHBA events.
Thank you for your consideration.
Frank Feagans

CHRIS FORSYTH
It has been my pleasure to serve on the board
of GCHBA for several years. During that time
I have organized service projects at Phantom
Ranch, Cottonwood, and Roaring Springs.
I also organized two of the popular hiking
symposiums. For over a decade I have been
passionate about hiking in the canyon; so far,
I have hiked the south side of the river from
LCR to Elves Chasm, including the entire Tonto
Trail, and the north side from South Canyon to
150-Mile Canyon. In addition I've been
fortunate to complete five river trips with many
wonderful hikes included. GCHBA has been
my way to share this unmatched natural wonder
with others and to support the park that protects
it for future generations. I welcome the
opportunity to continue serving the broader
Grand Canyon community as a member of the
GCHBA board.
Chris Forsyth

DOUG NERING
A naturalized-native Arizonan from age 6,
graduate of University of Arizona, studying
psychology, sociology, anthropology and

education, more recently employed as a
software engineer and internet plumber.
My first visit to Grand Canyon was the north
rim at age 3 -- first hike to the bottom at 12. I
rode the river from Lees Ferry to Temple Bar at
18, and led my first backcountry trip at age 20.
Since then I have hiked over 300 days below the
rim and rafted Grand Canyon 6 times, including
2 as swamper and 1 as boatman. My special
interest is re-discovering historic trails and old
routes. My website Grand Canyon Off the Trail
http://www.gloaming.com/rockgarden/ is an
online resource for adventurous hiker/explorers.
I have been a Board member since Oct 2001
and consistently promoted the role of GCHBA
in reviewing backcountry permit, access, and
use issues. I represented hikers for 3 years of
NPS/FAA meetings on the Grand Canyon
Overflights Working Group (air-tour regulation).
The current focus is on communicating the
interests and concerns of the hiking community
for the pending Backcountry Management Plan
update.
My priorities for GCHBA have been and
continue to be:
• Preserve Grand Canyon for future generations.
• Maintain non-commercial access to the
backcountry secondary to preservation.
• Address Grand Canyon operational policy as it
relates to the hiking community.
• Facilitate service projects to support and assist
Grand Canyon NPS operations.
• Provide fellowship and exchange of
information with other hikers.
Doug Nering

JOSH CASE
Greeting Fellow Canyon Enthusiasts and
GCHBA Members!
I am writing this statement with the hope you all
will find me a suitable candidate to be on the
Board of the Grand Canyon Hikers and
Backpackers Association. A little about me
first and why I believe I would be a good
candidate to represent YOU:
I started backpacking the Grand Canyon in 2000
as a sophomore at Northern Arizona University.
I had been to Grand Canyon several times
before as a kid and a young adult, but had
always thought that hiking and backpacking
‘The Big Ditch’ was something I could never
do. Boy was I sure wrong! After 7 nights and 8
days, I was hooked. So hooked, I was already
contemplating another trip. Fast forward 14
years, and I have amassed a respectable amount
of hiking nights below the Rim (somewhere
around 100-110 nights) and hundreds of miles
hiking the trails. I even have a Private River
Trip under my belt, the sole objective being to
use the River highway to access more places to
hike! In the past few years I have started to
partake in the sport of Canyoneering,
completing a few slot canyons below the rim as
well. Packraft-assisted backpacking is the next
item to check off my list!
From my earliest days of hiking and
backpacking in Grand Canyon, I have
maintained a strong interest in the issues
surrounding the place I so love and enjoy. (Just
ask me about the Boundary Road Closure).
From attending some of the early GCHBA
annual meetings at the South Rim, to spending 3
wonderful days at the GC Historical Society
History Symposium in 2012, I feel I have only
touched the surface of the involvement and

impact I would like to have on a place that has
been so impactful to me.
If elected, I promise to advocate on behalf of
the membership of the GCHBA. I want to
understand what is important to all of us, and
represent all of you on these topics we hold so
important in a place we treasure so dearly. I am
well read and reasonably well informed on
matters involving the Grand Canyon and
believe I could add value to our organization.
From ensuring existing access is not further
eroded, to providing meaningful insight into the
upcoming Back Country Management Plan, I
would like to put my passion for the place into
giving back.
These days I not only hike in Grand Canyon,
but I have been Canyoneering and Rafting as
well. I am a member of GCHBA, Grand
Canyon Private Boaters Association (GCPBA),
Grand Canyon Association (GCA) and Grand
Canyon River Guides (GCRG) and I feel
qualified to look at the issues from all sides and
stakeholders perspectives; and I will make
realistic conclusions based on my experiences
and the impact to the resource.
I thank you for taking the time to read my
statement and hope you will vote me onto the
board.
My closing statement is simple. I Love Grand
Canyon.
Josh Case

34 West State Ave, Phoenix, Arizona • 85021

Dear Grand Canyon Enthusiast,
Grand Canyon Hikers and Backpackers will be holding a reorganization meeting in
Phoenix on March 15, 2PM, Saturday afternoon*. During this event, a new Board of
Directors and officers will be elected.
To learn more about the GCHBA and become involved in the election you can attend the
meeting, or use this form to obtain membership and cast your vote. All ballots and
payments need to be received at the address below by March 14, 2014, or you can bring
either with you to the Phoenix event.
Within this document you will find the candidate statements from various volunteers
interested in one of the nine positions on the Board of the GCHBA. Board members will
elect the Officer positions from within that group.
For your convenience this page serves as a proxy ballot.
I, (print name)_______________________________will not be present at the March 15 meeting,
and by signature I authorize this ballot to be voted on my behalf as marked.
Your choice:

□ Ned Bryant
□ Pat Davis
□ Chris Forsyth
□ Tom Martin
□ Hank Schnieder

□ Josh Case
□ Frank Feagans
□ James Hayford
□ Doug Nering

A ballot may contain no more than 9 votes, or no vote will be recorded.
signature ________________________________________________________________
(optional) email address_____________________________________________________
Checks can be made out to: GCHBA
Mail your Membership Form with Payment ($5) and Ballot to:
GCHBA c/o Christopher Forsyth
34 West State Ave, Phoenix, Arizona • 85021
* March 15th event will be held between 2:00 – 4:00 at the Arizona Hiking Shack
3244 E. Thomas Rd. Phoenix, AZ 85018 • (602) 944-7723
The mission of the Grand Canyon Hikers and Backpackers Association is to promote, encourage and
advocate the interests of the hiking and backpacking community in the regions of Grand Canyon.
The GCHBA is a non-profit 501 c3 organization.

34 West State Ave, Phoenix, Arizona • 85021

2014 MEMBERSHIP FORM FOR GCHBA
Name _____________________________________________________________
Address ___________________________________________________________
Phone _____________________________________________________________
Email _____________________________________________________________
Areas of interest (check all that apply, comment?):
	
  ☐ Day hiking _________________________
	
  ☐ Backpacking ________________________
	
  ☐ Packrafting _________________________
	
  ☐ Canyoneering _______________________
	
  ☐ Volunteering in Park _________________
☐ Other (list) _____________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
In what areas would you like to see GCHBA focus their efforts?
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
2014 Membership is only $5.00. Checks can be made out to: GCHBA
Mail your Membership Form with Payment to:
GCHBA c/o Christopher Forsyth
34 West State Ave,
Phoenix, Arizona
85021
The mission of the Grand Canyon Hikers and Backpackers Association is to promote, encourage and
advocate the interests of the hiking and backpacking community in the regions of Grand Canyon.
The GCHBA is a non-profit 501 c3 organization.

